
Leaf Mini Quilt 

The scrappier the better! Paper pieced sample is made with 4 fabrics, but would 

be adorable with more! 

Finished size is 6” 

 

Supplies Needed: 

1- 6” square of light orange fabric 

1– 6” square of medium orange fabric 

1– 6” square of dark orange fabric 

1– 8” square of cream or neutral fabric 

1– Brown strip of fabric cut to 2 1/2” x 30” and pressed in half lengthwise for binding 

7” square of batting 

7” square of fabric for backing 

Add a quarter ruler for paper piecing 

Sewing Machine with matching thread 

Rotary Cutter, Ruler, and Mat 

 

Directions: 

Follow pattern based on letters/numbers to paper piece leaf. Press as you go! 

Make small sandwich with backing, batting and top. Quilt as desired and trim to 6 1/2” square. Bind as desired. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bonus leaf pattern on 3rd sheet. 

Enjoy!! 



A2– light orange fabric 

A4, B4, C2, D2 - medium orange fabric 

B2, E2, F2, - dark orange fabric 

All other pieces cream or neutral fabric 



Bonus Leaf Block 

If you don’t love foundation paper piecing yet, give this one a try!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cut:  

3– 2 1/2” squares from yellow fabric 

2– 2 7/8” squares from yellow fabric 

2– 2 7/8” squares from white or neutral fabric 

2– 2 1/2” squares from white fabric 

1– 1” x 3 3/4” strip from yellow fabric 

 

Make half square triangles with the 2 7/8” yellow and white squares, by marking diagonally 

from one corner to another. Stitch at 1/4” from marked line and trim on line. Press seams to 

yellow. Cut one of the 2 1/2” white pieces in half on diagonal. Center and stitch to the sides 

of the yellow strip. Layout as pattern shows and stitch together. Make small sandwich with 

backing, batting and top. Quilt as desired and trim to 6 1/2” square. Bind as desired. 

 

 


